1/3/19
Dear Harriet Harman,
Let me introduce myself, I am a determined student of St Mary Magdalene
called Tirrel. My class and I have been thinking of ways to improve the
drastic/major problems with climate change as it is impacting our lives in a
negative way.
I’m striving to stop the extreme amount of use of unrecyclable plastic in the
world. It has gone so far that the average amount of plastic use by a person is
approximately around 76kg (Double my weight)! This needs to be stopped
because its gradually consuming our planet by; killing our creatures, polluting
our oceans, and filling up our land with leftover material which have not been
recycled. The fumes that the plastic give off when it is burnt can heavily damage
a human’s body or even poison them which unfortunately, might lead to death.
There are many different types of ways that we can solve this problem but most
people have carried on their bad habits of overuse of plastic
We as a year 6 class have come up with some ideas to stop this crisis before it
gets too out of hand in our school:
Information leaflets
Sending out information leaflets to make sure parents are aware of what is going
on could impact the way they recycle and handle their plastic use and improve
their way of living. It will also help if they could spread the word because then it
would be easier for this to be stopped.
Recycle Reuse Reduce
Another way to try decrease the amount of waste we produce is to have teachers
put up signs explaining why the three Rs are important and should be used more
frequently using these methods should help stop the problem with disposable
plastic and everything should be back to normal.
We would love you to support us in what we are trying to do and any sort of
help would be greatly appreciated. Thank you for reading

Kind Regards
Tirrel

